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If ever an empty space existed, it would be in the illogic of the pro life myth. Empty space is void of life. It is 
without gravity, of no ground.  Even outer space has gravity. Empty space does not, existing only as illogic 
embodied in a condition of chaos. The words pro life exist in an empty space, void of gravity. These words are used 
by civilization to facilitate the opposite of their inherent linguistic effect. Linguistics is intended to proliferate life. 
Linguistics is sound. As utilized in civilization today, the words pro life are subversively intended to generate death, 
disguised. And the perpetuated myth of those making claims to be pro life comes closer to an empty space, than 
anything else within the human condition. Perpetuated only in the human civilization, the illogical pro life agenda 
proclaims to proliferate life. It does not. Its intent is to program thinking with deceptive utilization of word, in 
attempt to perpetuate a sentiment inverse to its superficial rhetoric presented. The strategy is a deeply deceptive one. 
As in truth, its intention is to enslave humanity initially, by territorial ownership of the woman. It is death, disguised 
in a breaking slave chain fabricated by only a myth. 

Intent of the empty illogic of the words pro life is inverse to that touted by those unconsciously utilizing the words. 
The locution is more than an oxymoron. It’s a perversion, intended to facilitate the opposite of its projected meaning. 
The meaning of the phrase pro life projects a perversion of ideology into its believers. It intentionally claims to be 
the antithesis of what it subversively works to facilitate. The words pro life are intended to generate death by 
territorial ownership of the human body; initially enslavement of the woman’s body. To deny a human complete 
ownership of her body is enslavement. Enslavement is death. This exposes abuse by a civilization upon its 
population, by use of deceptive language. It erodes at the value of language amongst a people. And the pro life  
agenda will evaporate into exponential chaos, by nature. Natural law will then proliferate life, shaping place within 
the empty space. 

Chaos always evaporates, as its inverse takes shape by scientific nature of dissolving form. As a chaotic condition 
inverts, its logical meaning does along with it. So when a force generated by illogical words reaches absolute chaos, 
a shift happens. It shifts into its logical inverse; makes a place in the empty space, as words align with linguistic 
intent. The nature of linguistics even embodies the natural science of chaos. Words without gravity eventually 
facilitate the antithesis of intent, often unintentionally, because of the nature of the chaos they generate. The words 
pro life as rhetorically abused, are not for the living at all. They attempt to facilitate a generational slave chain, 
scientifically within the human tissue. The locution is death disguised, as a mythical deception claiming to be a 
proliferation of life. Its bastardization of word erodes at the language of a civilization, as its conditioned form of 
chaos forms. 

I would like to feel daring in stating such truths. I assure you these words written do not spring from a dare. They 
source from my simple life, located in a buffered periphery of the human condition. This life I have is a result of the 
generational slave chain of territorial ownership, of the female. I have been terrorized. As I live breaking the chain 
of the pro life myth, I break the chain of death disguised. I break and fabricate anew, day to day. I calibrate my 
situation in the periphery, as I prefer to live life outside the diseased condition of civilization. I live a life healing 
from historical terrorist acts. I am a woman, still a part of human kind, existing outside the conditional structure of 
the race. I am unconditional. I am here not to be daring, only to protect. 

I am a human, whose life has deteriorated in the past immediate and vast. It has dissolved as a result of the absolute 
absence of logic of those in perceived power, who disguise their personal projection of death in deceptive rhetoric 
claiming to be pro life. I live with nature, as a scholar of science. Nature proliferates life truthfully so. I exist in 
nature, healing in continuum aligned with its holistic laws. I know civilization to be antithetical to what it claims 
itself to be. If it were pro life, it would not tell me it owns my body. Freedom has not been its intent. Its intent has 
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been slow death by injected slavery attempts. So I live day to day, beyond formed civilized chaos accelerating 
toward its own death sentence. I situate myself within a periphery, in a place of natural freedom. 

As I author, I refer to those unconscious ones. I refer to those ones who knowingly bastardize words, while 
bastardizing anything in exchange for power. I refer to those without a conscious thought. I refer to those in 
positions of perceived power and those with perceptibly none. I author knowing of many ignorant, ignoring the 
inverting destiny of the words they utilize to justify the perpetuation of a distinct, yet undistinguished 
unconsciousness. The pro life strategy perpetuates unconsciousness of linguistic word meaning. It perpetuates 
thoughtless use of language. Those promoting the thing they falsely tout as pro life have engaged knowingly in past 
and present gross abuse of deception, by word. They know themselves, as they exist unconsciously. 

Those unconscious are seemingly alive, yet dead in heart and mind. Those are the women in rallies with banners 
painted with words they know not the true meaning, suffering from a syndromatic addiction to their own masters. 
Those are those in broadcasts speaking laws with agendas, blaring freedom! with divisiveness while secretly 
strategizing the slaver’s tactics. Those are religious leaders strategically poised behind podiums sighting books, 
filled with parabolic fiction proclaimed as universal. These textual props of the unconscious; banners, broadcasts, 
and rhetorical books are designed to not only enslave women’s bodies, but to enslave all humans. I distinctly discern 
between a body and soul. As we dare to defy impositions enslaving of our body, our souls lift to elevations 
unknown. We elevate high above those now known, to be unconscious. 

The illogic of pro life words is scientifically void of logic. It is antithetical to natural linguistic logic. Proclamations 
made by banners, broadcasts, and always obsolete books make claims on the human body, by deceptive word absent 
linguistic gravity. The induced slavery of human bodies, translates as a slave chain, one generation to the next. It 
translates across the womb fabric telling of story. It translates from unsound word to womb. Our body composition 
tissue sustains memory within its fabric tissue. Imprinted with memory of situational experience, our cellular 
composition of tissue relates us within our intimate to vast environment. Memories translate across the fabric, 
scientifically. Unsound words translate illogic. Linguistic sound translates with healthy vibration. Words conveying 
true linguistic meaning, translate sound logic. 

Imprints of a mother’s experience even translate across her fabricating womb, to child within. The womb is 
translucent, memories from words surrounding the mother affecting the tissue of the life growing within. So the 
words used to abuse her, in attempt to own her body, translate to a child fabricating within. It inherits her experience 
happening outside, in its real tissue memory inside, by nature of science. The mother’s experience becomes part of 
the child’s fabric memory, part of its story imprinting in its cellular tissue. The empty space of pro life illogic has 
translated unsound meaning, void of gravity, across generations this way. It has translated to all genders. Its 
attempted enslavement translates in a chain linking generations of human beings, subverting natural freedom. In the 
conscious female, this chain of enslavement flows in her blood boiling. 

She inherits the enslavement of the mother, in her composition of similar body with womb. Memory resides deeply 
in womb tissue, relating the female to the omnipresent mother at all scales. By the nature of her feminine 
embodiment being like her mother’s, she experiences the slave chain in a way specific to her female nature. She 
experiences the territorial attempts of her interior privacy, through her inherited memory. Territorialism is the 
antithesis of protection. It is projection, of death. So with each generation of the female, she dissolves memory of 
enslavement into empty space. She lives to heal. She lives life breaking the chain, ever calibrating tissue memory of 
her own fabric story. 

She does this with higher consciousness. She fabricates to break the chain, to experience freedom from unconscious 
death. She breaks the chain to fabricate her freedom anew. Then as she heals, she naturally radiates her freedom. 
This chain of death disguised as the pro life myth will break, first because of her inherent consciousness of true life 
proliferation in the all omnipotent womb. Second, her consciousness then leads others to follow. A human female 
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born into a civilization is at the greatest risk of enslavement. She is also most conscious of generating freedom, in 
her ability to fabricate life. So we live life breaking the pro life chain, defying its death disguised. The female 
initially, frees humanity.  

Omnipotently obvious, ignorance of abuse of pro life death sentence is in one hand disturbing, in another 
astounding. The most obvious is always unrecognized by the unconscious. As the illogic of the pro life myth is front 
and center, its deception still seems invisible to those believing in it. As even a woman of logic, I have in the past 
failed to grasp this pro life myth. My aerial view has now situated the words quite clearly. It has located the words 
‘pro life’ in context, within a rightfully earned empty space, perverted in projected meaning, projecting chaos. Those 
men who are unconscious project their inherited enslaved death into others. Women believing the myth do as well. 
Enslaving of women initiated chaos of civilization, in the beginning. It is indeed an uninteresting myth; those 
antithetical pro life words. 

Like the female, a male child inherits enslavement at birth too. He responds to his inheritance differently though. He 
may resent his mother, having experienced his nine months in womb as a sentence. He may spend a lifetime 
attempting to return to the womb, having experienced his exit into earth as a continued subversion of his freedom. 
It’s difficult to say. Without question, his response to his womb memory imprinted in his cellular tissue, determines 
his experience of freedom within the omnipresent natural womb of earth. To his fortune, the female sphere exists as 
access to freedom. How he embodies her, as a man of consciousness, determines his experience of freedom. 

He elevates her natural freedom, by embodying her sphere with a higher consciousness. He experiences freedom, in 
so doing. His tissue begins to fabricate a personal story of freedom, which he carries with him. He can then radiate 
freedom, consciously within the limits of earth. His experience in womb, intimate and vast, can either be access to 
freedom or enforce an enslavement experience. It affects the nature of his intimate interaction with the feminine later 
in life. His higher consciousness can lead him to recognize her body and soul simultaneously. He can experience 
freedom in this recognition. He experiences freedom in understanding her as the antithesis of a body to own. Her 
soul is always free. 

He engages with her to protect her freedom. In contrast, the unconscious male remains a danger, as he acts on his 
territorial disease engaging him to own another’s body. He projects his own enslavement. He also destroys his own 
chance at freedom. He projects instead of protects. He projects his own life experience of enslavement. The 
conscious male proliferates life, while simultaneously protecting the beauty of freedom. The conscious male is with 
the female, supporting her break of chained enslavement. He is with her. He finds his freedom, protecting her soul. 
She is his access to freedom. 

The situation of a female birth sets a different stage; one specific to her ability to proliferate life in womb. It is a 
stage upon which she shines, yet has to protect. Her story is one of fabricating freedom, proliferating free life within 
earth. She defends her freedom, to protect her own life and life around her. As the pro life myth attempts to obstruct 
her determination of her body, it undermines her ability to protect life at all scales. The myth exposes her to rape, 
physically and perceptually. The pro life agenda generates a culture of rape, intentional territorial ownership. It 
attempts to project death by fear of enslavement, by sexual force. So she protects herself, upon being birthed into a 
civilization that more so terrorizes, instead of protects. She breaks the chain, protecting an omnipresent feminine 
fabric. Doing so, she protects the human species from ubiquitous rape of freedom. She protects her physical body 
from rape, without hesitance. She protects herself from perceptual rape, by predicting probabilities of invasion 
events. She evolves exponentially. She skirts the empty space of no gravity, testing its pro life words void of force, 
without ground. Her fabric story takes shape, on a stage fabricated with her linguistic sound. 

Words failing to protect a people, do not apply to a population. Laws attempting to enslave a woman’s body are 
empirically meaningful, only as the opposite of the meaning projected. Laws which fail to protect are therefore 
meaningless. As civilization defines her as only a fraction of a human, she is by its own definition not part of civil 
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law. Simple logic dictates any civilization engaging in dialog introducing any question about a woman’s 
determination of her body, preemptively destructs its own form. She is not included in its law. Therefore, the 
civilization exists in a scientific condition of chaos. Deceptive words are embodiments of chaos. Pro life words 
destruct civilization from the inside out. They self destruct this deception they represent, destroying in self form by 
the nature of science. Then the inverse meaning evolves. Life proliferates with natural freedom, by natural law.  

Here are some facts. The following facts are evidentiary proof that rape is an act intended to initiate death even in 
the eyes of civilized law. Legal infrastructure in America supported capital punishment of a person guilty of raping a 
woman or child, until 1977. This law changed under a governing body dominated by now unconscious men. 
Currently around the world, 137 women are killed by a member of their own family every day. As of 2017, more 
than 30,000 of the women intentionally killed annually were killed by a current or former intimate partner. 
Currently, United States federal government recently gutted the United Nations law defining rape used as a weapon 
in war as a crime against humanity. The changes resulting, place woman and girls in severe risk of rape and 
subsequent death, as well as diffuse the ability to seek justice for acts of rape. Sex trafficking of girls even younger 
than twelve still occurs globally, prevalently in the United States. It occurs pervasively within indigenous American 
reservations and peripheries, predominantly facilitated by those from the outside. These facts are less than a fraction 
of those on record. Yet the truth they present is omnipresent evidence of slavery of women, in the form of death 
sentencing. Now the table turns. 

Enslavement is prolonged homicide. Rape is enslavement. Therefore an act of rape is a homicidal act. It is not 
attempted homicide. It is actual killing. It is worse than immediate death, as it is a prolonged death sentence. The 
rapist injecting death into a person, attempts both long and short term death. Long term, the rapist injects memory of 
its ownership over another body. Its memory injection is an act of slavery. Short term the injection of violence and 
sexual penetration is a death attempt. The rapist is diseased. It attempts to project its disease into another. This 
disease can be in the form of trauma memory, in the cellular tissue of prey. It can also be real disease, as the rapist 
embodies real biogenic disease in its molecular composition. Its disease is embossed in its shapeless DNA. The 
rapist attempting to access knowledge of its own enslaving disease, projects it into another. 

Enslavement by rape on an expansive scale, is injected in human populations. This is the essence of war. Rape 
attempts happen against populations of people by governing bodies in a civilization, by turning a blind eye to human 
trafficking. This is projection of a governing body’s disease into a people. It occurs through policies ignoring the 
systematic rape of women and children. This rape happens at the scale of populations, proliferating human 
trafficking as empirical prostitution. Selective ignorance of trafficking events, failing to protect people from 
prostituting  enslavement, defines a governing body as diseased. It defines the government as a terrorist entity. These 
acts utilize abuses of economy and perceived power to generate territorial control, by ownership of human body. 
Underlying justification utilized is produced by patriarchal religion, in doctrine of word. Territorialization engages 
three forms of ownership: natural resources, spiritual space, and predominantly ownership of the human womb. 
Transcending scale, from female womb to earth womb, ownership of the omnipresent womb of life proliferation 
became the predominant mechanism of terrorism. Ownership of the womb is enslavement. It is a terrorist act, 
against all humanity.         

Pro life is a death sentence, in disguise. It is a perverted justification to territorialize the womb. Conscious humans 
are aware of the pro life myth. As a civilization excludes the conscious of its population, male and female, natural 
law is the only organization supporting healthy free life. Nature proliferates life. Nature effectively destroys disease. 
Disease wastes energy. So nature cleanses waste. It cleanses artificial imposition from its perfectly natural system. 
The essence of natural law is the proliferation of life, healthy life energy. The unconscious are those diseased, 
willing to perpetuate death in exchange for power. Only healthy humans inherit natural freedom. It is simple. The 
diseased inherit death. Nature dissolves organisms failing to align with its holistic law. Nature destroys that which 
perpetuates death. It dissolves waste. The unconscious human is waste. It contributes to death cycle the rapist 
imposes upon earth. 
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Nature is truly life proliferating, unlike the chaotic pro life myth. Whether natural law is explicit in words of 
civilized doctrine is irrelevant. Natural law exists everywhere, in all ways. It need not be written in books. It need 
not be defined in doctrine. Nature is omnipotent. A child born of a body that civil law claims as owned by others, is 
inherently born a fraction of a human in civilization. It is born into the generational slave chain. The female child 
inherits this chain more so than any other gender, by nature of her womb. She also inherits an amplified ability to 
generate freedom. So she has no choice, but to live by natural law. She is placed in this position, precisely by the 
malfunction of civil law. Yet those making civilization’s laws continue to ignore, with ignorance, the core disease of 
civilization; territorial ownership of the female body. This perpetuates a chaotic formula. Attempts to chain the 
female’s freedom generate enslavement of all of humanity, one generation to the next. Civilized chaos then grows 
exponentially.  

The woman, in her inherent healthy nature embodied within her fabric, protects the human species. She defends it 
from enslavement, at all scales. The rapist is an enslaver. The diseased psyche of the rapist requires her to defend life 
to the death. Rape is attempted death, by prolonged enslavement memory. The experience of rape is intended to 
initiate a death sentence. After the act, the prey becomes embodied in the memory of the experience. Her own body 
is then a reminder of the enslaving act, the event memory embedded in her tissue. She becomes encapsulated in a 
body, which her soul needs to reject just to survive. So she elevates her soul to an aerial view. She decontructs the 
past imprinted in her tissue, from above, fabricating a new fabric story. This is how the female generates a 
continuum of healing; a free life.  

Life without freedom is not living. It is death. The rapist projects its own enslavement, embodied within its own 
bodily tissue. Intent of the rapist is to destroy its prey’s sense of freedom, enslave her by injecting traumatic memory 
into her fabric tissue, projecting her on a death path too. The rapist projects the enslavement itself embodies, within 
its own tissue. The rapist projects his scientifically embodied chaotic condition. The rapist’s head is detached from 
its body. He is an unnatural predator, a diseased product of civilization. He is living embodiment of dead ends. He is 
driven by an irrevocable derangement imprinted in his chemical fabric. His unconsciousness is a permanent 
condition. The rapist cannot be healed. He experiences chaotic chemical excitement in the intersection of violent 
force and sexual penetration, in his homicidal acts. He is scientifically unable to engage in proliferating life. So her 
defense of her body becomes a protection of free life. It also becomes a fight to his death. The rapist wants his life to 
finally end. It seeks death, in everything around it.  

The rapist is an unnatural predator. Death consumes the artificial predator unlike the natural predator. Sexual 
dynamic in nature is one of predator and prey, still the natural predator engages sexually with one purpose; to 
proliferate life. The rapist only exists in the human species. It is unnatural. Human civilization has created the rapist. 
The rapist attacks its prey to generate death. He is an artificial predator, a death dealing product of so called 
civilization. Death by projecting territorial ownership of the omnipotent womb consumes his unconscious psyche. 
This conditioned psyche of the projecting unconscious is antithetical to the conscious man’s natural instinct to be 
protecting of the womb. Territorial ownership is unnatural. It is an act of terrorism. The rapist is a terrorist. 

During the act, the rapist experiences an unnatural chemical induction of adrenaline. It is a scientific event within his 
enslaved body. His adrenaline amplifies even more, as his prey begins to defend her body. Her defense of her womb 
excites him chemically to become more violent, by forced penetration. The rapist craves death. He craves projecting 
death. As she fights to protect life, he attempts to inject his own death sentence imprinted in him, upon her. Physical 
male muscle strength is advanced to woman at the start, in rape circumstances. The rapist chooses his perceived prey 
based on his potential ability to overpower her, physically and perceptually. He pursues that which he perceives as 
weak. This formula of his diseased psyche plus muscle mass requires the woman to fight to the death. She has the 
natural right to do so. She is required to do so, by nature. Her role is to protect life.  
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In my travels, women have shared personal stories about being raped. I’ve listened to a story of a woman losing her 
virginity under a bridge, by hand of the man in town all knew to be a rapist. Her father saw her off that night, as she 
sat in the same passenger seat in which she was that night raped. She fought, he won. I’ve heard a story about a girl 
raped at age twelve by someone considered a family friend. That man was later in a hunting accident, to the good 
fortune of the community. She had to wait too long for his body to dissolve, decades to feel safe in her home town. 
I’ve listened to a story of a woman raped in a million dollar high rise, after being drugged by a formulated drink. 
She returned to the crime scene to attempt to understand what he had done, only to be abused again, in between 
hospital visits. Years later she was returning to the scene of the crime in her mind attempting to access the memory 
imprinted deep within her tissue. She was unknowing of the actual events that took place, yet knowing she was 
forcefully penetrated. It breaks my heart. I wish these women would have been in a position to act without hesitance. 
This terrorism of women now ends, without hesitance. 

Rape is the invasion of privacy of another living body. The act of rape takes not only physical form. It is also a 
perceptual act of forced penetration of privacy. An invasion of privacy utilized to subversively alter another’s 
perception, is rape. Unknown invasion of privacy is a violent act. The rapist pursues its prey based on the target’s 
perceptual weakness as much as its perceived physical weakness. Perceptual penetration of privacy is just as violent 
as physical penetration, more so in many ways. It is also evidence of the rapist’s diseased psyche. In modern 
civilization, privacy penetration is facilitated by technology, invasively imposed without cognizant approval granted, 
altering the prey’s perception with the sole purpose of weakening before the kill. 

Perceptual alteration is utilized at public and private scales, to alter perception, in attempt to amplify human 
weaknesses. Technological rape is chemical and electrical in form. Chemical injections into drinkable fluids are 
abused to drug prey into a weakened state. Perceptual manipulation facilitated by electronic media is abused to 
weaken the prey’s perception of reality. These perceptual rapes are perpetuated by word, initially. These privacy 
invasions are acts of terrorism, at the most intimate scale. The artificial predator gains access to the private sphere of 
the prey, initially with abuse of word. Rape of populations manifest as death of isolated humans, as private killing is 
facilitated by mass rape of perception. The pro life deception is an example of rape initiated at the public scale, 
perpetuating deadly enslavement at the most private scale. Its end intent is to manifest as terrorism of the private 
womb.  

Words defying the female’s determinism of her body privacy facilitate a culture of rape. As her right to choose the 
future of her womb is challenged, with rhetorical pro life words, her right to protect life is subverted. Her ability to 
protect the fabric of the living population within which she resides is compromised. So she initiates natural law. 
When laws of civilization define her as less than human, she has no other choice. She abides by natural law, because 
civilized law of enslavement injects death into the people. Civilization posits her to defend her body, by any means. 
So she must act within her nature, without hesitance. She must act to protect her womb, because doing so protects 
the future of her species. As civilization attempts to chain generations of women with death sentencing utilizing rape 
by mass perceptual invasion, like the deceptive pro life narrative, she responds as required to elevate above the death 
disguised. She breaks the slave chain subverting her freedom; the freedom of future generations. She is placed in 
this position by civilization self destructing, raping its people with illogical words of chaos. 

I’ve lived surrounded by chaos, much of my life. Civilization is not at a cusp of chaos. It is in chaos. It is feeding on 
itself from the inside out scientifically, by its own failing structural form. Despite systematic killing of women in my 
country, the population majority is women. Civil law has required we exist outside its law because it does not 
recognize the female as human. So those of us conscious, simply do. We live by natural law alongside only 
conscious men, as those unconscious are dangerous. As conscious women and men compose the majority, 
civilization no longer exists, by definition of its own rhetorically failing infrastructure of law. So natural law shapes 
organization, to protect the human species. It protects the conscious, the healthy of the species. The man desiring to 
protect his daughter, sister, mother, partner, and friend against terrorism of her body, exists by natural law with her. 
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In so doing, he experiences freedom. He is the conscious man. Death is disguised in the pro life myth. Take my 
word. Like its illogical words of chaos, civilization has formulated its own chaos, in an empty space.  

Consciousness of mind happens everywhere within nature. It is part of its natural system, transcending scale at its 
essence. Nature translates scale scientifically, calibrating intimate to vast relationships shaping private spheres for 
life connected to the beyond. Experiencing transcendent scalar interconnection generates consciousness of mind. In 
contrast, civilization rapes the earth womb of essential privacy, forcing humanity into numbing unconsciousness. 
Artificial injections into the natural environment are ultimately terrorist acts, upon human real life. At the vast scale 
of the earth womb, artificial toxicity initially perpetuates climate imbalance, then it perpetuates drastic change in 
abrupt unpredictable intervals void of scalar calibration. This imbalance of climactic events is amplified affect of 
human unconsciousness, imposed upon the perfect moving balance within nature. 

The inherent purpose of nature is proliferation of life. The end point of climate change, from artificial injection, is 
human death. Governing bodies within a civilization perpetuate environmental terrorism primarily with war. War is 
environmental terrorism of the omnipotent womb. Public terrorism of the environment becomes private rape of 
humans, death initially disguised. This rape is injected by manipulation of perception, spearheaded by a flattening of 
perceptual relationships between public and private spheres. Event interconnections between events become blurry 
in scale, as the relationship between public and private is intentionally distorted. The end goal is to weaken populous 
perception, while generating an inverse ideology of democratic empowerment of the people. Still, nature continues 
to counter the artificial invasion by generating consciousness, in its simple scientific nature of being. 

Natural elements transcending scale, between intimate and vast relationships, are the most essential to sustaining 
organic life. Water is the most sensitive element for sustaining life on earth, by nature of is scalar molecular fabric. 
On earth, it is this most predominant buffer for climate, calibrating climate events naturally. It is also the element 
most raped by civilization. Subsequently, water’s imbalance from artificial injections will also generate dramatic 
climate events. This will happen within interstitial scales of life around earth, as climate change amplifies from 
human toxicity. Water’s primary function is as a buffer within environments, intendedly natural environments. It 
calibrates the atmospheric ebb and flow of atmospheric movement around earth. So as swings of temperature and 
pressure amplify within the coordinates of hydrogen balance, bacterial plumes will proliferate microscopically, 
eventually infesting into organic bodies, instilling death. Water around the planet, raped with artificial chemistry, 
will eventually eliminate the disease of the artificial instead of sustaining life. Raping the environment is a terrorist 
act upon humanity. Terrorism of nature’s life sustaining system at any scale, eventually imposes human death. 

Private experience is essential to proliferating life. Without private sanctuary, there is no safety. Without safety, life 
proliferating intimacy ceases to exist. Void of privacy, any transcending scale flattens in civilization. This is what 
has happened in modern civilization, two dimensional screen technology the primary reason. Technology has 
literally and figuratively, flattened human perception. In so doing, it has generated pervasive unconsciousness. It has 
facilitated gross invasion of privacy, raping millions of people every day. This invasion of privacy has mechanized 
the mass manipulation of perception, has generated amplified unconsciousness. This has been intentional terrorism, 
by those in perceived power. Perceived reality has been altered drastically through imagery forming iconic worship; 
nothing perceived through the screen being a true reality, the actual intent has been to subvert the people’s sense of 
reality. This is rape, nonconsensual invasion of privacy of people not cognizant to determine private access to their 
lives. This is a terrorist act. Its intent is to weaken those watching the screen, to initiate a prolonged death sentence. 
It is intended to inject enslavement, through injections of perceptual unconsciousness. 

Technology is an extension of religion. Precisely, it is an extraction of patriarchal religions’ territorial ownership of 
women. It is an amplified facilitation of territorial ownership, it intent enslavement of the human body. Like the pro 
life myth, technology seeks to own humans through falsely presented intent. It has been promoted as offering 
freedom, when actually is facilitates the opposite; enslavement by perceptual invasion of privacy. Technological rape 
begins as perceptual, and ends with physical manifestation. As meaning of privacy dissolves, privacy becomes 
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vulnerable to invasion. Private molecular tissue within us, becomes accessible to the techno rapist as technology 
entrains a meaninglessness of intimacy. It claims ownership of our lives, in perpetuating unconsciousness as 
organized religion. Technology is the offspring of religious doctrine. This formula then comes full circle, technology 
now touted as the modern religion. Like the pro life myth, it is also death disguised in words of deception, 
perpetuating a generational slave chain of terrorist ownership of humanity. 

Distorted perceptual realities projected by each orthogonal pixel composing every computer screen shot, imprint into 
the human molecular tissue. Intent of technology is facilitate ownership of the human body in front of the screen. It 
does so scientifically, physically. Its intent is not to generate democratic freedom of expression. This invasion is 
rape. It is terrorism, by those who control technology. Technological rape never accesses cognizant permission from 
its prey, as it never fully conveys the mechanisms of its invasion into the body. Privacy consent is never actually 
granted by a person, as the deception of technology undermines any cognizant consent. Privacy invasion of 
technology has generated a ubiquitous culture of rape amongst its controllers, and younger generations of users. The 
generational slave chain continues. As the calibrating place between the private and public scale collapses in 
technological civilization, disease ensues. Life ends. Technological rape is the terrorist act, at all scales. This rape is 
an extension of that of religion, orthodox religion. The orthogonal pixel has flattened civilization, to death. 

So death continues, in naming of one god. And the death dealers are unconscious. The unconscious are dead in heart 
and mind, on both sides of the pixilated orthographic screen. History of technology resides in religious doctrine. It 
comes from the same doctrine of rhetoric which is utilized to justify rape of the womb; territorial ownership of the 
female body. Ironically, attempt to own the womb facilitated its inverse, dissolution of male evolution. Women 
evolved an amplified ability to generate free life out of necessity; evolved to proliferate life in the wake of terrorist 
enslavement. Historical religious doctrine was drafted to generate production of male offspring. It was done so 
during a surging moment in time of three intersecting events in civilization: artificial materialization, royal 
inbreeding, and war. Ironically, these intersecting events scientifically compromised the qualifiable evolution of the 
male Y chromosome. Those events perpetuated by patriarchal civilization, generated quantifiable death of males. 
The quantitative life of males, declined by way of attempts to proliferate human males. That is inverse illogic, 
chaotic in form. Patriarchal civilization has generated its own death sentence, by generating unconsciousness. This is 
perhaps the most primordial evidence of ignorance in the human race. This is the product of the religious one god, 
objectively forming death. 

Religious doctrine has perpetuated a self destructing formula for civilization in an obsession with gender, 
specifically male gender. This obsession is for the unconscious. The historical events of civilization: Territorial 
ownership of the omnipotent womb is facilitated by terrorism of three elements: artificial materialization, royal 
inbreeding, and war align with the three terrorism attempts still ironically occurring in civilization today. These 
territorial ownership are terrorism of: life resources, female womb, and spiritual space. These three elements of 
nature are terrorized by rape, facilitated by artificial materialization, royal inbreeding, and war… the same events 
which initially dissolved at the male germ line. Interesting to note as perceived powers in civilization today, continue 
to generate the same terrorism, ultimately terrorist attacks upon the human male. So logic dictates that the three 
terrorisms of women, by patriarchal civilization, have historically destroyed male evolution. They have also imposed 
chaotic death into civilization, by abuse of religious word. 

Philosophy proliferates conscious life. In contrast to unconsciousness facilitated by religious rhetoric, philosophy 
generates conscious thought in people. Religion entrains people not to think, facilitating its own unconscious demise 
and that of the civilization it represents. ‘Philo’ means to love. Philosophy proliferates consciousness. Only the 
conscious are able to love. Consciousness proliferates transcendence, cognizant experience of interconnection 
between intimate and vast scales of life. Love resides in such a place, that place where the most intimate experience 
reaches the vast nature of life. In contrast, unconsciousness generates life of death. So religion generating 
unconscious thought, facilitates the antithesis of what it claims. Books of doctrine, are actually mere fiction. 
Fictional books have characters; the cast of characters within religious text, fictional people. The name jesus in 
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biblical text was an ideology, distorted to its inverse when it became known as a character in patriarchal fiction. Jes 
+ us = yes + us. Did she ever consent with ‘yes’ to entry of her privacy? At some point, civilization decided he did 
not need her permission to enter; he did not need her to say yes to us. In truth, her not saying no was never 
acceptable. Yet icons of patriarchy have facilitated such abusive myths. Religion facilitates unconsciousness with its 
words, sedation of its people. Philosophy generates consciousness of life, natural proliferation of life, by sound 
linguistic conveyance. A people organized by philosophical ideology, in pursuit of consciousness, love naturally. 

Empty space is void of gravity. It is without ground. Scale collapses in empty space, just as scalar life flattens in the 
wake of illogical words exposed within civilization. Transcendence of soul becomes a thing of the past in a 
deceptive civilization, only body bags of the unconscious remain. The horizon line between the intimate and vast no 
longer exist, when privacy evaporates in a people. Illogical words form empty space of chaos, raping humans of 
essential private experience, essential for proliferating free life. The private experience between two becomes 
inaccessible, in the raping of illogical words, void of gravity and without ground. Free life only happens when we 
touch the ground, as then we can resound to the beyond. Only when privacy is protected, can freedom to love 
evolve. 

If ever an empty space existed, it would be in illogical words conveying of opposite of intention of their use. Empty 
space does not exist anywhere, but a black hole does. It exists as the inverse of empty space. As an empty space 
unsound words folds into chaos, in inverse takes shape. This shape is black hole of super gravity, through which 
sound travels exponentially. Drawing magnified mass of energy, the black hole turns the illogic of empty words 
inside out. It reveals the deceptive intent, exposes the rhetorical illogic of abuse. As the black hole generates the 
antithesis of illogical rhetoric, that which is conveyed by word then aligns with intension. The meaning with a 
people’s situation is then true in shape. The words become linguistic. Sound linguistic conveyance generates shared 
experience, shaping place in the empty space one devised between intimate and vast life force. Nature happens. 

Black holes embody soul life. As our bodies are terrorized, invaded without consent, our souls become our only 
remains. Death is injected into our bodies so our only access to life is our soul. So as the female elevates, transcends 
her soul, so she can proliferate life by transcendent nature. She does this privately, in the shape of her arched body, 
when nurturing child in womb. Her back arches in balance, as her light heart lifts, angling toward the sun. This 
space between her fourth and fifth energy center energizes with temperature and pressure. Pulsing hydrogen atoms 
in her spiraling molecular code generate potential energy, in her upper ribs. In a tilt, she elevates toward the center of 
the galaxy, toward soul living on the horizon of the black hole beyond. Her spiraling labyrinth within earth meets 
that of the immense gravity generating beyond the sun star, as her body crosses two times within her centering spinal 
column. Bone and tissue vibrating, she levitates above artificial orthographic territories, two cross connecting 
intersections spiraling. Life proliferates in womb as body and soul cross over, in a translating linguistic experience, 
mother and child transcend together. This is singular architecture. Nature takes its course.  

I am a woman of logic. I am an emotional woman, of logic. Still, I realize it is the woman who determines life on 
earth. It is tempting to think we were destined to do so, but all knowing destiny only exists in empty space. 
Adherence to any objective record imagined in the beyond, will result in death to humanity. The beyond listens. It 
does not dictate. Our determination to live is inherited, life proliferation has been granted. The female has inherited a 
natural understanding of the proliferation of life. She understands that all we really have, is the day to day. She 
understands manifest destiny never existed. So we determine each step, in our bipedal nature. The woman is man’s 
access to determinism of life, within earth. Her determinism protects life proliferating, frees humanity from 
enslavement. She is his access to freedom. When the natural woman is terrorized by illogical words, the entire 
human species exists in a death sentence. So with our consciousness, we resound beyond myth of illogical words, 
death disguised. We are access to freedom, only when our body and soul are free to elevate together. Only when we 
are free, is humanity free to live. 
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